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FOREWORD 
LSV PRESIDENT - PAUL JAMES 

 
 
 
 
 
 

With females making up 50 percent of our membership, it is now more important than ever to 
encourage and celebrate women in lifesaving and the outstanding contribution they make our  
movement in Victoria. 
Over the past 125 years, women have been played an important part in the evolution of lifesaving, 
and they continue to inspire and influence our future generations of female lifesavers.  
Pink Patrol is designed to showcase the many exceptional achievements of the female role models 
within our organisation. It is an opportunity for clubs, life savers and the community to recognise, 
celebrate and reward our female life savers. It is also an opportunity for our dedicated women life 
savers to continue building their capabilities as lifesavers and leaders to undertake the many roles 
within their clubs and roles at state and national levels. It is a great opportunity to further develop 
mentoring of our many female members and inspire others to become more involved. 
Supporting our female members is imperative to the growth and sustainability of lifesaving, and while 
not all clubs are in a position to establish a Pink Patrol at this time, I encourage them to set out a plan 
to form one in the future.  
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to the Pink Patrol initiative. 
Paul James 
Life Saving Victoria President  
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LSV DIRECTOR - REBECCA SCHOT-GUPPY 

 
 
Pink Patrol is an opportunity for clubs to celebrate past and present females in their club and their role 
in shaping what lifesaving and their club is today. 

 
A Pink Patrol day can take whatever form your club desires but the reason for celebrating females in 
lifesaving remains the same. 
The day honours the contributions of female lifesavers to their club whether they are in operational 
areas, resourcing nippers or supporting those members who undertake the important role of keeping 
our beaches safe. 
 
This guide will provide you with the information and resources to create a Pink Patrol day to celebrate 
and inspire a future generation of female lifesavers. We hope clubs all around Victoria will find this 
resource invaluable in planning their Pink Patrol day. 
 
Given 2020 marked the 40th Anniversary of females being permitted to obtain their Bronze medallion 
in Surf Life Saving, and we were unable to properly celebrate with Pink Patrols across the state, we 
hope that the 2022 Pink Patrol is an opportunity to celebrate our past, current and future female 
leaders. 
 
Many thanks to the Female Leadership Network working group for their work in developing the 
resource and the input of the clubs that have led the way in holding Pink Patrol days. 
 
Enjoy your day of celebration and patrol. 

  
 
Best wishes, 
 

 
 
Rebecca Shot-guppy  
Director Membership & Leadership Development 
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What is the Female Leadership Network 

In June 2013, Life Saving Victoria (LSV) launched the Female Leadership Network (FLN), with a mission 
to bring females from all facets of the organisation together to inspire and be inspired. We hoped to 
encourage and champion female leadership by identifying and supporting positive female role models, 
empowering female through personal development and by providing them with an opportunity to network 
and share. 
The FLN was established to provide females including both staff and volunteer members, the opportunity 
to build capacity.  Eight years in, the FLN continues to grow through keynote sessions, networking events, 
master classes, training, support of state and international scholarships and providing a range of 
professional development opportunities.  The network continues to expand to the broader LSV community 
including our Aquatic Industry, Emergency Service and Sport and Recreation industry sectors.  
The recognition of our Male Champions within FLN, has been an important and essential step in building 
awareness of gender equality and the ongoing evolution of female leadership within lifesaving.  
Our long-term vision is for all Victorian lifesaving clubs to contribute to a state-wide celebration of women 
in lifesaving, through holding their own local ‘Pink Patrol’. 
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WHAT IS PINK PATROL? 
Our Vision for Pink Patrol is that all Victorian Clubs will embrace a Pink Patrol annually. 
Pink Patrol consists of active female patrolling members and male champions, celebrating the contribution 
of girls and women to lifesaving through a designated patrol at your club. 
The aim of this initiative is to acknowledge and celebrate the many contributions women past and present 
have played in lifesaving. It is hoped the positive role modelling will inspire and empower future generations 
of women and girls to confidently pursue opportunities in lifesaving and aquatics.  
The powerful visual of female leaders and male champions forming a full patrol, is symbolic of the growth 
and capability of our female members; illustrating that females are competent lifesavers and building the 
diversity of lifesavers in active lifesaving roles and leadership.   
 

 

Pink Patrol Mission 
To acknowledge and celebrate the contribution of girls and women in shaping the 
lifesaving movement, and in doing so, make the opportunities and pathways in lifesaving 
more visible.    
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   WHY DO WE NEED PINK PATROL? 

The introduction of females into active roles within lifesaving, varied historically between Royal Life Saving 
(RLS) and Surf Life Saving (SLS), with the first RLS female acquiring their Proficiency Certificate in 1907 
and the first female obtaining their Bronze Medallion in 1911, whilst in SLS the first female Bronze 
Medallion holder was recorded in 1980.  There was a long-term view amongst some, that females didn’t 
have the strength to preform rescues in treacherous surf conditions.  
40 years on, female lifesavers play an important role within the lifesaving movement, with 50/50 
membership. Women, over the journey, have pushed boundaries to be recognised, to be included in 
events, patrolling and leadership roles, and have done so with many outstanding achievements. 
The Pink Patrol initiative aims to recognise these achievements and to give them visibility more broadly 
across the organisation and its membership. It is hoped through this recognition, we will encourage more 
girls and women to develop their skills and feel confident undertaking operational, club and broader 
leadership roles in lifesaving. 
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PINK  PATROL OBJECTIVES:  
§ To support the promotion of gender equality  

§ To promote inclusion and diversity  

§ Provide positive role models for future generations – you can’t be what you can’t see! 

§ To recognise current and past contributions of women in lifesaving  

§ Recognise the contribution of our Male Champions 

§ Increase the number of women that Patrol 

§ Promote opportunities for women to train and develop operational skills  

§ To provide opportunities to develop skills in different pathways of lifesaving  

§ Create broader visibility of leadership opportunities for women in lifesaving 

§ Inspire females to acquire new skills/awards  

§ For all clubs to have access to information and resources to hold a Pink Patrol  

§ Create an environment that encourages networking and positive, supportive relationships  

CURRENT STATS THAT MATTER  

 
 
[Ref 2020/21 Season] 
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR MY CLUB? 
Hosting a Pink Patrol is an opportunity for 
your Club to celebrate the contribution of your 
female members, past and present, as well 
as encourage future women patrollers. It 
provides a visual platform for your Club to 
say thank you, whilst illustrating your Club’s 
support and recognition for gender equality 
across all facets of lifesaving.  
A Pink Patrol showcases your Club’s 
commitment to female leadership and 
development, making past, present and 
future women feel valued.  
Younger members benefit from the increased 
visibility of positive female role models; and 
your local community, sponsors and stakeholders will recognise your Club as one that embraces and values 
female leadership and gender diversity amongst its membership.  
A Pink Patrol also provides an opportunity for your Club to attract new and/or different sponsors, partner with new 
community groups and potentially attract new members to lifesaving. It can also aid in retaining female members, 
by providing new inspiration and opening their eyes to pathways and opportunities they may not have been aware 
of.  

  

Pink Patrol was established to celebrate the active female lifesavers at Fairhaven and to empower and 
inspire them to know that anything is possible.  
Across Australia only 39% of our active lifesavers are female. Pink Patrol raises awareness of the 
inequality that exists in our organisation and takes away the barriers that challenge our ability to fully 
participate in leadership roles in SLS. 
Pink Patrol provides a deliberate focus to support the development of our active female lifesavers and 
increases our sense of belonging and self-confidence. 
The benefits of Pink Patrol are enormous. Our female lifesavers feel encouraged and empowered, 
knowing that together we can fill all the required patrol positions and provide an outstanding patrol service. 
The smiles and feeling of accomplishment amongst the group is inspiring and heartwarming. 
There have been many amazing females at Fairhaven who have paved the way as active lifesavers, and 
this is a great initiative to build on their legacy. 
Nancy Joseph - Fairhaven Pink Patrol Founder and SLSA Life Member  
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EDUCATION  
This guide has been developed with the intent to support you and your Club in delivering a Pink Patrol.  
 
We encourage Clubs to use the event, to educate the next generation of members, about the Clubs 
history and its female members. Things that you may consider highlighting may include: the first females 
who patrolled, first female Patrol/Club Captain, first Female President/Vice -President, women who have 
been recipients of major awards or who are life members.  
  

The Pink Zinc Patrol has had, in my opinion, a profound effect on both the Ocean Grove and 
Point Lonsdale SLSC community. Whether through its promotion of female leadership, or the 
awareness it has brought to ensuring equality within our club, it has been humbling to see the 
positive influence one initiative (like Pink Zinc) can have on a community.  
From a leadership perspective, the most wonderful part has been to see the younger girls feel 
able and supported to take on more leadership roles. Whether these have been formal or 
informal, we’ve seen many of our young girls take on roles in Surf Ed, coaching Surf Sports, 
IRB crew and drivers, Training and Assessment, and even roles on the committee.  
We have seen huge growth in the number of women and Mums who have not only completed 
their Bronze Medallion but have gone on to help out with patrol, watersafety, coaching Surf Ed, 
and also competing in Surf Sports.  
Rebecca Sampson – Ocean Grove Patrol Captain 2015/16 (at time of inception) 
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WHERE TO START 
Each Pink Patrol will be unique to the Club and should be reflective of its membership and the 
surrounding community.  
We know as of 2021, that Pink Patrols are being delivered by a variety of Clubs, in several different ways. 
For example: 

• In partnership with other Clubs; 
• Associated with other large events; 
• Combined with a training/come try component; 
• Hosting a celebratory lunch; 
• Keynote speakers; 
• Community days. 
There isn’t a right or wrong way to do this - the main objective is to undertake a Patrol, with women 
fulfilling the key roles on patrol.   
Encouraging male champions, SRC’s, other members and community to join the patrol embraces 
diversity, gender equality and working together.   
It is a celebration and opportunity to show case lifesaving and our members. 
#bettertogether #neveralone #saveliveslikeagirl 
 
 
 
 
 
   

“Woolamai's Pink Zinc Day is a fun way to celebrate and empower our female members 
whilst raising money for women's charities.  It is an opportunity for female members from 
across the club to get to know each other and develop their lifesaving skills in a supportive 
environment” –  
Georgie Wettenhall – LSV Director, Council of Lifesaving Clubs   
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GET ORGANISED 
The following section provides some tips to assist you in delivering a Pink Patrol. 

 

Working Groups 

To share the effort and work required to deliver a Pink Patrol, we would encourage you to form a ‘Pink 
Patrol Working Group’.  
This will reduce the risk of volunteer burnout, provide opportunity to share and develop ideas and give 
your event greater chance of success.  

Create your Pink Patrol team! 

Start the conversation and identify people within your club who are like-minded and passionate about 
female leadership and who you think would; 

§ be good at helping organise and host a Pink Patrol event (e.g. committee members, mentors, 
FLN club representatives) 

§ benefit from learning how to organise events such as this (e.g. youth leaders, networking and 
personal leadership development interest) 

§ have been involved or delivered major events before; either at the Club or professionally.  
Network and reach out to neighbouring clubs to see if they’re interested in collaborating and sharing 
ideas for the day.  

Setting roles and responsibilities 

It is important to clearly communicate the responsibilities associated with each role in the lead up and 
on the day of the event. Roles and individual tasks should be delegated and agreed upon during the 
initial project meetings initiated by the Project Coordinator.  
Roles to consider for your Pink Patrol working group include: 

§ Project Coordinator/s: sets the pace of the project, 
oversees project goals and targets, organises project 
meetings.  

§ Event Coordinator/s: key contact person on the day 
(especially for guest speakers). Responsible for 
organising resources and managing tasks and 
responsibilities on the day.  

§ Pink Patrol Captain: manages the patrol team for the 
day; ensures patrol and training requirements are met. 

§ Communications Coordinator: responsible for 
communicating with club and committee members, 
sponsorship, and key stakeholders (e.g. council 
members) and relaying information back to the team. 

§ Marketing and Promotion Coordinator: responsible 
for social media promotion of event (before, during and after) 
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§ Lots of Pink Patrol Support Crew: it will be helpful to have extra hands on the day for decorating, 
setting up, serving food or taking photos, so embrace volunteers who show interest in the event and 
ask them to join your team. 

Setting timelines 

Once a date has been established for when you wish to host your Clubs Pink 
Patrol you can then determine your timeframe and start to set timelines. A tip for 
doing this is to start at the date of your event and work backwards.  
We also recommend starting to plan as far in advance as you can and meet up 
with the group, once every couple of weeks in the immediate lead up to the day if 
possible. Ensure tasks are delegated and deadlines are agreed upon and that 
notes are taken at each meeting.  
 
Life Saving Victoria would strongly encourage Clubs to participate in the 
state-wide initiative, please visit lsv.com.au for this year’s date.  
 

Tips for establishing your Timeline: 

§ List major milestones and key targets only (you will have a separate task list) 

§ Discuss key targets and deadlines and make sure everyone agrees 

§ Develop your supporting task list, in parallel with your timeline 

§ Make sure your event goals can be realistically achieved in your timeframe 

Plan 

Most Pink Patrol events will be delivered in peak season, often with competing calendar events and 
demands. As such having a detailed and carefully executed plan, is going to be essential in ensuring 
you have a successful Pink Patrol. We encourage you to consider/have the following;  

§ Make sure the person responsible for Patrol rosters is informed early of the event and it’s 
marked on the Patrol calendar   

§ Promote the event to the wider membership early  

§ Have a dedicated Pink Patrol Team/Working Group 

§ Comprehensive task list – with tasks assigned to individuals – refer to task template  

§ Timeframe on when tasks need to be completed 

§ Establish a budget for the event - refer to budget template  

§ Running Sheet for event day  

§ Event Day Task list   
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Budgets 
Consider your budget required to host the event for things such as merchandise, decorations, food and 
beverages or any guest speakers. You may wish to consider starting a fundraiser for the event or 
speak to the Club about possible funding/resources for the event.  
Ensure you understand the current patrol requirements of your Club, such as rostered hours during the 
time you wish to host the patrol. 

SET GOALS 
We would recommend establishing goals for your Clubs Pink Patrol event from inception. This will 
ensure your Pink Patrol Team feels connected to the event, understands the direction and your chosen 
application for the event and is able to reflect on why it is needed.  Make sure your goals are SMART  
[Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and Timely]. 
It will also be easier to measure your Pink Patrol’s success in an evaluation process post event, if your 
goals are clear from the onset (see goal setting/targets and evaluation template). 
Examples of some goals;  

§ Increase the total number of active female patrollers by 5% from Year 1 to Year 2 

§ Increase the total number of awards held by female patrol members over a 2-year period 

§ Increase the number of women in operational roles by 10% 

§ Increase the number of women in leadership roles by 10% 

§ Obtain community sponsorship for the event  

§ Obtain local media coverage for the event  

§ Social Impact – set a target of how people you can connect with over social media  
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Objectives 

Once you have your Pink Patrol working group, it's time to establish your Clubs Pink  Patrol objectives 
(see list of objectives outlined above).  You may choose to focus on only a few to begin with, which 
align to your goals (as above) and that are particularly meaningful to your Club.  

We would recommend discussing your ideas with a member of your Club committee to ensure 
they fit within the Clubs long term vision and strategic objectives. 

Targets 

Below is a table for your Club to populate, which will assist with measuring your Pink Patrol’s success 
and overall impact  

 Patrol Numbers 
(Awards) 

Activities 
Undertaken 

Media Coverage Other 

Year One     

Year Two     

Year Five     
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RECRUIT YOUR PATROL AND EVENT TEAMS 
Your Pink Patrol working group, will consist of both active patrol members and an event team. It’s 
important that everyone is committed to your agreed goals and objectives and feels valued for their 
time and contribution. The day provides a great opportunity to learn and explore different lifesaving 
pathways.  

Patrol requirements 

IMPORTANT; it is critical that your Pink Patrol is delivered like any other patrol, meeting all 
the required standards, roles and responsibilities.  
For example; if the event takes place on a Saturday; which is recommended as shorter patrol 
hours allows time for guest speakers, networking and other training to take place; please 

remember to sign on at the correct time (if applicable; after the lifeguarding service has completed their 
patrol) and complete a pre-patrol briefing. 
It is mandatory that a ‘full’ patrol is organised for the day with at least 4 x “core” proficient members. 
This includes: 

§ 3 x members holding SLSA Bronze Medallion/ Certificate II in Public Safety (Aquatic Rescue) 

§ 1 x other patrolling award holder (Radio Operator, First Aid, Spinal Management, Surf Rescue, 
Silver Medallion Beach Management, Advanced Resuscitation, IRB Driver, IRB Crew) 

§ Please note: During the 2020/21 season and onwards, it is mandatory for 1 x member of the 
patrol to hold a current SLSA approved First Aid qualification. 

§ Clubs are encouraged to ensure that an adult member (over 18 years old is part of every patrol) 
It is expected that normal radio communication standards are maintained (in tower, on beach and out in 
power crafts).  
See LSV’s Standard Operating Procedures for more detail about patrol requirements 

What does a Pink  Patrol look like? 

It is acknowledged that not all clubs will have the resources to host an all-female patrol, and as a result 
a Pink  Patrol may look slightly different for every club. Some examples of P,inc Patrols may include: 

§ Female patrols 

§ A combination of females and male champions 

§ A full female patrol consisting of females from neighbouring clubs 
 

Remember you still need to meet patrol requirements (as outlined above) 
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PATROL ROLES  
Roles can be allocated prior to the day to ensure everyone is aware of their patrol responsibilities. 
Remember to choose your female Patrol Captain for the day!  
Pink Patrol Captain: responsible for the coordination of all Patrol Members and incidents whilst on 
patrol, manage health and safety of team, assess rescue equipment, conducts risk assessment of 
conditions and follows standard operating procedures.  
Pink Patrol members: patrols beach, responds to incidents and follows instructions of patrol captain. 
May have an allocated duty on day based on award proficiency (e.g. ARTC, first aid officer, radio 
operator). 
IRB/RWC Drivers: responds to incidents and coordinates IRB crew. Qualified drivers proficient in their 
awards operate the IRB/RWC unless members are operating are under direct supervision of qualified 
personnel for training purposes (e.g. to upskill females in an operational role as part of the event). 
See LSV’s Standard Operating Procedures for more detail about patrol requirements 

Event Day roles  

The following list is provided as a guide of what some event day roles may look like. These roles will 
vary based on your club’s plans for the event. Remember to use this day as an opportunity to train and 
upskill female members! 
Event Coordinator: key contact person on the day (especially for guest speakers). Responsible for 
running sheet, distributing resources and managing tasks and responsibilities on the day.  
Marketing and Promotion Coordinator: captures the event, posting photos and content from the day.  
Communication Coordinator: works closely with the marketing and promotional coordinator in 
developing the key messages for the day and assists in developing the promotional posters. Manages 
external media attention. 
Lead Trainers and Assessors: proficient in trainer awards and qualifications (e.g. beach and spinal 
management, ARTC, First Aid) and trains members on the day.  
Water Safety Team Leader: manages the water safety team and identifies water safety ratios needed 
for the day. 
Water Safety: water safety personnel (and rescue equipment) provide supervision and safety for event 
day participants for different water-based activities. It is highly recommended that an IRB or RWC is 
used for water safety where safe and possible. 
IRB/RWC Captain: responsible for coordinating the IRB/RWC drivers and crew during training 
activities on the day (may include practice rescue scenarios). 
Sport and Competition Coordinator: coordinates beach and water events on the day (e.g. beach 
sprints, relay and flags; surf, wade, board, ski and tube rescue races) 
Pink Patrol Volunteers: utilise volunteers willing to help support the event on the day; this can include 
decorating, setting up, serving food or taking photos.  
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Communication 

It is important that a high level of communication is maintained to ensure the event runs 
smoothly, particularly as there are likely to be many different components and stations running 
concurrently throughout the day (speaker session, training scenarios and beach patrol).  
You may wish to allocate responsibility to a Communications Coordinator who will feed information 
from different stations (particularly from the Pink Patrol Captain) back to the Project/Event Coordinator. 
Ensure that the person responsible for managing communications, is removed from the direct delivery 
of the Patrol. 
Similarly, it is important to acknowledge that whilst this is day of celebration, our core responsibility is to 
ensure the beach is safe and this cannot be compromised. Consider what extra resources might be 
needed to assist the patrol team and have a plan in place, if activities need to stop to attend to 
incidents or a rescue. 
 

MARKETING, MEDIA AND PROMOTION 
As soon as your Clubs Pink Patrol date is locked in, start thinking about different ways you can connect 
people with your event (both Club members and members of the community) and the various ways that 
you can create a buzz around the Club and the local community. If your Club has a strong following on 
social media, we suggest that you use Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, as your key communication 
channels to promote the event. Think about ways to be creative on social media and want will resonate 
with your membership.   
 
Make sure you inform Life Saving Victoria about your event, so we can provide social media support 
and send through your Pink Patrol pictures to fln@lsv.com.au and media@lsv.com.au  
 
IMPORTANT 

The Pink Patrol is about building female capacity, celebrating and inspiring females in 
lifesaving!  It is NOT about undermining or insulting, disrespecting or attacking the amazing 
males and females both past and present that have built and continue to contribute to our 
great organisation. 

Get the messaging right!  It should be a positive initiative for the club, your members and community. 

§ Promote the positives 
§ Celebrate 
§ Acknowledge 
§ Collaborate - get people on board 
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Promoting to Club 

Your Marketing and Promotions Coordinator should take pride in being the first person to promote the 
event to the Club and the broader membership.  It’s important that members of your Club feel 
connected to the Pink Patrol and understand the purpose and significance of the event.   
Be creative with your promotional posters, make them fun and appealing to the eye, so people want to 
read about your event and find out more information. This may also prove to be helpful in recruiting a 
few extra people to your Pink Patrol working group. 
List your objectives for your Pink Patrol on the Club Noticeboard and make sure you have the event 
listed on all of the Clubs Communication channels – TeamApp, Clubs Newsletter and your Clubs 
various social media platforms.  

Promoting to Community 

Visit local shop owners and community groups and ask if they would be happy to promote your event in 
their window or on the community/Club noticeboard. Inform them of your event and ask if they would 
like to attend or be part of the event – extra hands on event day, will always be helpful.   

Promoting to Media 

Local media outlets are always keen to hear of new and interesting initiatives and a Pink Patrol ticks a 
lot of their boxes. For example; the event celebrates gender equality, unites the community, highlights 
positive female role models, promotes lifesaving and will provide great photo opportunities.  

Use the media release template to send details of your event through to the local paper. 
Contact the editor early, to ensure that the event has been recorded and that they have plenty 
of time to meet their print deadline.  

Merchandise 

Your event merchandise will be determined by the type and size of your Pink Patrol event. As 
mentioned above, adding a touch of pink to your event, can be achieved by having pink decorations, 
balloons, plates etc.  
You may also want to have specific Pink Patrol merchandise made – drink bottles, hats, whistles, pens 
etc. 
Life Saving Victoria has Pull Up Banners and Feather Flags which you can borrow for your event. We 
currently only have minimal stock, so once your date has been set, please contact us to reserve your 
booking.   

  

LSV has Pink  Patrol merchandise that can be ordered via this form, and submitted (please submit 
8 weeks in advance to ensure you get your order in time)  
Available merchandise can be found in the appendix of this guide. 
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Key Messaging 

Life Saving Victoria’s Pink Patrol Mission (as outlined below) and your Clubs Pink Patrol objectives will 
help establish what your key messages for the event are;  
Here are a few tips and things we suggest you focus on; 
 

Pink Patrol Mission 
To acknowledge and celebrate the contribution of girls and women in shaping the 
lifesaving movement, and in doing so, make the opportunities and pathways in 
lifesaving more visible.    
 

§ Pink Patrol is a day of celebration, an opportunity to recognise the contribution of females, past and 
present.  

§ Pink Patrol is a strong visual reminder that females in lifesaving are capable and competent and 
can fulfil all roles in lifesaving. 

§ The event helps to promote gender equality.  

§ The event provides strong female role models for the next generation of lifesavers  

§ Promote the importance of collaboration and working together 

§ Acknowledge your Clubs Male Champions and the important role they play 

§ Use positive hashtags to propose our key objectives 
#SAVELIVESLIKEAGIRL #LSVFLN #PINKPATROL #BETTERTOGETER #NEVERALONE 
#WEWORKASONE 

Spokespeople 

Your Pink Patrol spokesperson should be someone that’s had experience or feels comfortable 
speaking to the local media, community groups or sponsors about your Clubs event.  This could be the 
event Communication Coordinator, or alternatively, your Clubs President or Vice President might be 
best equipped to do this.  

Setting timelines 

Developing a separate timeline for marketing and promotion, will prove to beneficial in making sure you 
hit your communication targets. This will help compliment your project timeline, whilst ensuring key 
things aren’t missed. This should be achieved using the same method we outlined above and 
remember work backwards from your event date.    
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GAME DAY 
A Pink Patrol is an opportunity to demonstrate to members of your Club and the wider community that 
that the Cubs committed to celebrating and recognising the contribution of your female members.  
We encourage you to embrace the event, and everything that goes with hosting a Pink Patrol, including 
making the colour “Pink” a feature of your day. This can be achieved by placing a touch of pink throughout 
your event. Examples include; Pink Balloons, Pink Plates/Cups, pink whistles, pink drink bottles, pink 
caps and Pink Patrol Banner and Pink Patrol feather flags – some of which are available to purchase 
through LSV. 

Visibility 

Whilst showing a touch of Pink is encouraged, your Clubs Pink Patrol should be delivered with the same 
professionalism as any other Patrol. All patrolling members should be easy to identify by community 
members. As such, all patrolling members, should wear their SLSA approved patrol uniform and add a 
pink element. Such examples include, a pink hat, pink zinc, pink whistle, pink swim cap and pink drink 
bottle to wear or use on the day.  
Remember water safety!  

§ Activity participants should wear high visibility rash vests and swimming caps for easy identification 
above the water surface. 

§ Personal protective equipment including helmets and lifejackets are to be worn at all times when 
operating power crafts.  

Atmosphere 

Creating a fun and engaging event that everyone feels connected and part of, should be a major priority 
when planning your event. Having a lunch, keynote speaker, or come try element associated with the 
event, will enable people outside of the direct Pink Patrol team to feel part of the day. It also provides 
another avenue to promote and discuss the importance of the day and what it symbolises.  
Make the Pink Patrol an event that everyone will embrace and remember.  
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Equipment  

It is expected that the minimum standard equipment is visible on the 
beach during patrol (including signs, rescue and first aid equipment, 
operational equipment). 
See LSV’s Standard Operating Procedures for more detail about 
patrol requirements 

Some examples of other event equipment to consider including; 

§ Pull banners and Feather Flags  

§ Equipment needed for come try activities/demonstrations 

§ Presentation/IT equipment – microphone, projector/screen, 
computer and relevant cables, speakers  

§ Additional tables and chairs 

§ Event signage   
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Pre-Patrol Events 

Opening event: 
The size of your Pink Patrol working group will play a key part in determining your capacity to deliver or 
provide extra services outside of the Pink Patrol itself. It might be as simple as having the Club 
President open the event and make a speech prior to the commencement of the Patrol and inviting all 
Female members and Male Champions of Change to the official opening of the Clubs Pink Patrol.  
Regardless of the size or nature of the event, the Pink Patrol will be unique and special to your Club, 
embrace the connection, discussion and buzz that is created by the event.  
Some examples of pre and post activities could include: 

§ Official opening 

§ A guest speaker  

§ Celebratory lunch or high tea 

§ Presentation from female leaders in the club  

§ Patrol briefing 

§ Recognition of female life members/special 
achievements 

§ Fundraising for female charities  

DURING THE PATROL 
Communication is going to be vital in ensuring that the Pink Patrol is delivered successfully, and that 
safety always remains a key priority.  
As such, it’s important that your Pink Patrol Team understands the plan for the day and how it’s going 
to be executed. Things you need to consider discussing include; roles and expectations, any other 
planned activities; such as training, demonstrations or special guest visitors. It’s important that 
everyone is aware of any extra activities in the event of an emergency.  
Once your Clubs Pink Patrol has commenced, make sure you stick to your runsheet and consider what 
other elements/things you may need to do. Encourage everyone to get involved, share stories; you 
may want to play some ice breaker games.  
Take plenty of photos! What better way to remember the day then getting a few snaps of everyone on 
patrol wearing their touch of pink. 
Whilst Pink Patrol is a day of celebrations, we must remember our core responsibility of patrolling the 
beach. You must ensure the beach is always being patrolled during your rostered hours.  
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LASTING IMPACT  
As previously outlined, our vision is for all Victorian clubs to embrace an annual Pink Patrol event. Our 
aim for this grassroots movement is to increase female engagement and participation in all areas of 
lifesaving, increase the profile of our female role models and create a legacy of strong female leaders. 
This event is about celebrating, including and empowering females. The event provides numerous 
leadership and engagement opportunities (it may be a good idea for different female members to 
experience leading the event or taking on different roles each year), as well as having the ability to 
unite the community.  
More significantly, we hope your Clubs Pink Patrol creates a lasting impact and is a platform to launch 
other female initiatives at your Club. Think back to your Pink Patrol objectives, what does your Club 
need or hope for - more female programs/events, more female Patrolling members, female only training 
sessions and/or more females in leadership roles. We encourage you to use your Clubs Pink Patrol 
event to educate females, and more broadly; Club members and members of the community, about the 
many and varied opportunities for females in lifesaving, at all levels of the organisation.  
If you would like to obtain information on what support, resources and opportunities are available, 
please get in touch with the Membership and Leadership Development team at LSV. 

Post Event 

After successfully delivery your Clubs first Pink Patrol; it’s time to debrief and begin your post event 
analysis.  We encourage you to approach this task, with the same enthusiasm you had to deliver the 
event; remembering this will only make delivering your next Pink Patrol more straightforward and 
hopefully more successful.  
Take the time to have conversations with all the key people involved in delivering the event, including 
both your Pink Patrol team and working group. This is an opportunity to take note of anything you 
would like to do different, could improve, introduce next time, what didn’t work, took more time than you 
anticipated, etc.  Make sure you also talk to people that attended the event and ask for any feedback 
(what they observed, what they liked/disliked). 
Ensure that you send individual thank you letters to your Pink Patrol Working group, members, 
volunteers, sponsors; anyone that contributed to your event. You may wish to share some pictures or 
positive feedback in the letters.  
After you have completed the post event analysis, enjoy the celebration and make sure you build on 
the momentum and buzz that your Clubs first Pink Patrol has created. Post pictures on your Clubs 
website, feature an article in the Clubs newsletter and connect people with your event using social 
media. LSV would also love to promote your Pink Patrol, so please send through photos to 
fln@lsv.com.au and #SAVELIVESLIKEAGIRL #FLN #PINKPATROL 
 
Get planning for next year!  
We understand that delivery this event can be timely. It is expected in the first year, more time will be 
required to develop resources and ensure you have a strong plan. As a result of your detailed 
preparation, it should mean less work in the lead up to the event in following years to come.  You can 
build on your foundations from the first year and continue to review your club’s goals and apply this to 
future events.   
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TRAINING AND INCLUSION 
This day presents a fantastic opportunity to discuss with your members, the many possibilities and 
pathways available in lifesaving, as well as encouraging members to practice and expand their existing 
skills. 
Having a practical element/training session on the day in areas such as first aid, rescues, board 
paddling, IRBs, patrol scenarios, etc. Use this time to get people involved and give things a go in an 
encouraging an inclusive environment. 
Important to ensure these events run in parallel with main Patrol.  The Patrol remains the priority. 
Remember members overseeing come try and/or training sessions must hold the relevant training 
qualifications and proficiencies.  
If you do not have the capacity to train others, then consider some practical demonstrations from 
qualified members in your club or ask additional qualified members from other clubs to come along and 
assist, it could be a great opportunity to get new members involved. 

POLICIES 
Associated documents for reference; 

Document Title  Document 
Number and 
Version  

Standard Operating Procedures – Volunteer Patrol Requirements 

• 1.01 Volunteer Patrol Roles and Responsibilities  

• 1.02 Patrol Captain Duties  

• 1.03 Patrol Member Duties  

• 1.04 Patrol Equipment Requirements  

• 2.01 Inflatable Rescue Boat Operations  
Please refer to full list of SOP’s 

V 5 Dec 2020  

SLSA Patrol Uniforms Policy – Policy Number 1.05 May 2013 
SOP-8.02-Patrol-Uniforms-New-Template.pdf (lsv.com.au) 

SLSA 1.05  
Dec 2020 

SLSA Member Protection Policy – Policy Number 6.05 August 2021 SLSA 6.05 

SLSA’s Inclusive Organisation Policy – Policy Number 6.22 May 2010 SLSA 6.22 

SLSA Water Safety Policy – Policy Number 1.1 May 2021 SLSA 1.1 

LSV’s SOP Water Safety Procedures  V4 Dec 2020 
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CLUB ENGAGEMENT 
Get your club behind you!  
Take the plan to your committee to get their support assistance.  
Be mindful of other club event clashes such as carnivals or nippers and if the Pink 
Patrol can run alongside this.  
Your committee may also be the best people to spread the word in your club 

regarding the event.  
It is also suggested that you make your Pink Patrol as inclusive as possible by inviting all females as 
well as male champions, youth members, past members and parents. 
Be patient, get your messaging right and sell the positives!  Listen and acknowledge feedback, this is 
an opportunity to collaborate and get your influencers on board! 

WHERE TO GET HELP 
There’s lots to consider when preparing to host a Pink Patrol event. Life Saving Victoria are here to 
help! 

LSV 

If you’re interested in hosting a Pink Patrol event, email the Female Leadership Network Team at 
fln@lsv.com.au We’re here to help if you need any questions answered about the day! 

Clubs 

Reach out to neighbouring clubs that have hosted a Pink Patrol event previously to get helpful tips. 
Here are some of the Clubs have hosted a Pink Patrol before;  

§ Woolamai Life Saving Club  

§ Point Lonsdale Surf Life Saving Club  

§ Ocean Grove Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Fairhaven Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Hampton Life Saving Club 

§ Sandringham Life Saving Club 

§ Waratah Beach Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Lorne Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Black Rock Life Saving Club 

§ Seaspray Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Mount Martha Life Saving Club  

§ Point Leo Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Anglesea Surf Life Saving Club 

§ Inverloch Surf Life Saving Club 
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Templates and Guides 

LSV have created templates to assist you in you planning and delivery of an event, you are welcome to 
modify and change as required.   
The templates can be found as Appendices to this guide and can be downloaded from the LSV website 
Pink Patrol | Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au) 
As the Pink Patrol is developed, please share back any information, templates or checklists to 
fln@lsv.com.au 
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APPENDIX 
Logos and Branding Guides 

The Pink Patrol Badge can be co-branded with the club’s logo and applied to 
communications (emails, letters and guides, merchandise and presentations. 
We ask you to register Pink Patrols via fln@lsv.com.au  
 
 
 
The FLN logo can be co-branded with the club logo for club events that are 
aligned to the LSV Female Leadership Network objective and mission.   
We ask you to seek approval to use via fln@lsv.com.au  
 
 
The LSV logo can be co-branded with the club logo for club events that are 
aligned to the LSV mission.  
We ask you to seek approval to use via media@lsv.com.au  
 

Media Release Templates 

The media release template can be used prior the event or post to 
engage media at a local level to get coverage either prior, during or 
post event. 
Template and examples can be downloaded via Pink Patrol | Life 
Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au) 

Letter Templates  

The letter templates are provided at 3 audiences 

§ Club Committees; to request support and provide an overview 
to proposed event 

§ Presenters; to request participation and provide an overview to  
proposed event 

§ Members; to seek participation, identify key roles  
and provide an overview to proposed event 

Templates and examples can be downloaded via Pink Patrol | Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au) 
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Sponsorship 

The sponsor templates can be used to seek support from existing and new sponsors for the event. 
 

Potential sponsor should align to the values of the Pink Patrol, gender equality and most of 
all lifesaving. It’s important that you seek approval from the Club Committee/Board prior to 
approaching sponsors. 

Templates and examples can be downloaded via Pink Patrol | Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au) 

Social Media 

Please see template and tips/guide for social media 
promoting the event.  

§ Prior; this may be a call to action for your active 
members, looking for support and participation or to 
promote the event. 

§ During: assign someone to social media/photography 
and capture key activities over the day. 

Important; remember if you are on patrol someone 
must be watching the water, make sure any photo’s 
send the right message! 

§ Post; follow up posts, make sure you  

§ Social Media channels; use as many social media 
channels as possible, modify the messaging/photos to suit the particular 
channel.  Keep the hashtags and messaging consistent. 

§ Hashtags: make sure you use consistent hashtags across all your social 
media. Please remember to tag @lifesavingvic 
We recommend using; 
#SAVELIVESLIKEAGIRL 
#BETTERTOGETHER 
#WEWORKASONE 
#NEVERALONE 
#LSVFLN 
#celebratefemales 

 
Template can be downloaded via Pink Patrol | 
Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au) 

  

Remember stories are important, highlight the 
achievements and identify unique and interesting 
stories.   
Tip;: has someone come into lifesaving as a mature age 
bronze medallion holder, is there a group that came 
through a school program, has someone come through 
nippers, has someone achieved a local, state or national 
achievement, does the patrol have 2 or three generations 
from one family? 
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Checklist 

Use the below checklist as a guide to see if you’re on the right track when hosting your Pink Patrol  

Flyers 

Use the flyer to promote your event to members and community both A4 and A3 example and template 
available.  
Template can be downloaded via Pink Patrol | Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au) 

Runsheet 

The runsheet is a template to be used on “Game Day” and provides a clear overview to what and when 
things are happening.  The “runsheet” will be important for all your organising team, along with your  
guest speakers, sponsors and VIP guests that may be attending.  
Its important that the runsheet remains flexible as it may change in the lead up and again on the day.  
The runsheet should be distributed in advance of the day and updated accordingly.  Ensure you 
maintain version control, which will assist in everyone working of the most current copy. 
Template can be downloaded via Pink Patrol | Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au)  
 
Merchandise 

To celebrate this release, we have produced a collection of Pink Patrol Merchandise for Clubs to 
purchase at a reduced cost. The aim of this merchandise is to support Clubs with delivery their first 
Pink Patrol event or to enhance the events of those Clubs already conducting a Pink Patrol.  
The Pink Patrol Merchandise will feature our new Pink Patrol Branding; which includes a Pink Patrol 
Badge (pictured top right) and #SAVELIVESLIKEAGIRL. 
We also have Pink Patrol Banners and Feather Flags available for hire, on a first in, first served basis.  
Merchandise list can below found on Page 34 
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CHECKLIST 

LSV provides the checklist below for your reference. 
Template can be found; Pink Patrol | Life Saving Victoria (lsv.com.au)  
 
Pre-Game Day 

¡ Download the Pink Patrol Guide 

¡ Club approval to host a Pink Patrol 

¡ Touch base with LSV to inform them about your pride cup 

¡ Find an opposition team 

¡ Form an organising committee 

¡ Have your first planning meeting with your organising committee 

¡ Register your Patrol at fln@lsv.com.au to book flags and other promotional kits and LSV to promote 
as a Facebook event 

¡ Order Merchandise via fln@lsv.com.au 

¡ Contact local businesses and organisations to see if they will support your patrol 

¡ Look for local government grants that could be applied for 

¡ Organise a marketing plan and contact your local paper and media outlets 

¡ Invite guests to attend your pre-match lunch 

¡ Invite local businesses, government, sport and emergency service agencies to come to your patrol 

¡ Plan your Pink Patrol set up for the game day 
 
Post-Game Day 

¡ Host a post patrol celebration to celebrate the event and community (or pre game patrol) 

¡ Evaluation & committee feedback 

¡ Start planning for your Pink Patrol for next year 

¡ Send thankyou letters to your volunteers, sponsors and guest speakers 
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MERCHANDISE 

 
Life Saving Victoria is pleased to announce the release of Pink Patrol Merchandise.  
This merchandise has been produced with the aim to support Clubs with delivery of their Pink Patrol 
and will be made available at a reduced cost 
The Pink Patrol Merchandise features our new Pink Patrol Branding; which includes a Pink Patrol and 
#SAVELIVESLIKEAGIRL. 

We also have Pink Patrol Banners and Feather Flags available for hire, on a first in, first served basis.  

Orders and hire can be made emailing fln@lsv.com.au  

 

 

CAPS 

 
 
 
 
 

DRINK BOTTLES 

 
 

WRIST BANDS 

 
FEATHER FLAGS (X2 PER SET) 

 

 
BANNERS LARGE (X2 PER SET) 

BANNERS SMALL DESKTOP (X2 PER SET) 
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